
Ready, Set, 
Melt!

WH I CH TYPE O F  CH O COLATE MELTS 
FA STER:  DA RK,  MILK  O R WHITE ?

I M A G E  F R O M  H T T P S : / / W W W . V E C T E E Z Y . C O M / F R E E - V E C T O R



Question
Which type of chocolate 
melts faster in the sun: 
dark, milk or white? 
How much longer will it 
take chocolate to melt if 
it is in the shade instead 
of direct sunlight? 
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Research

Chocolate comes from cocoa beans

Darker chocolate has more cocoa and fewer other things added to it

Milk chocolate is sweeter and has things like milk and more sugar added

White chocolate is not really chocolate

All chocolate has a melting point, which is the temperature it melts at

The melting point of chocolate is between 86- and 90-degrees Fahrenheit (hardquestionstoanswer.com)

Most store-bought chocolate has been tempered (loc.gov)

Tempering means it is stabilized so it looks good and sounds good when it is broken (loc.gov)

Dark colors absorb more light



Hypothesis
I think that the dark chocolate will melt the 
fastest in the sun because it will absorb more 
light. The milk chocolate will be in the middle 
and the white chocolate will take the longest to 
melt. 
In the shade, I think it will be the opposite. The 
white chocolate will melt first, then the milk 
chocolate, and finally the dark chocolate. 
The warmer it is outside, the faster the chocolate 
will melt. 



Materials
Lindt Dark Chocolate bar

Lindt Milk Chocolate bar

Lindt White Chocolate bar

Paper Plates

Cell phone for camera, timer, calculator

Pencil and paper to record data



Variables

Control: The amount of chocolate, 
the brand of chocolate, the paper 
plate

Independent Variable: The time it 
takes for the chocolate to melt

Dependent Variables: The type of 
chocolate, the temperature outside



/

Procedure

Put a square of dark 
chocolate on a paper 
plate. One square is 

approximately 10 grams

Put a square of milk 
chocolate on a paper 
plate. One square is 

approximately 10 grams

Put three sections of 
white chocolate on a 

paper plate. Three 
sections is approximately 

10 grams

Place the paper plates 
outside in direct sunlight

Observe the melting 
process  every five 

minutes until each type 
of chocolate is fully 

melted

Place chocolate on paper 
plates in the same 

amounts as used for 
direct sunlight 

experiment

Observe melting process 
every half hour until 

melted 

Stop after 2 ½ hours if 
chocolate has not 

melted



Chocolate is Ready to Melt
DIRECT SUNLIGHT
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SHADE
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Dark chocolate melted first, then white 
chocolate, then milk chocolate
Photos by 



Shade Experiment
None of the chocolate in the shade melted fully 
in 2 ½ hours. 
The milk chocolate started to soften first, then 
the white chocolate and then the dark 
chocolate. 
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Results:
DIRECT SUNLIGHT
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What the Results Told Me
Dark Chocolate melted in an average of 16 minutes in the sun
and softened in an average of 101 minutes in the shade

Milk Chocolate melted in an average of 55 minutes in the sun
and softened in an average of 86 minutes in the shade

White Chocolate melted in an average of 23 minutes in the sun
and softened in an average of 90 minutes in the shade



Conclusion

I repeated my experiment three times and learned that dark 
chocolate melts fastest in the sun but slowest in the shade. This was 
what I expected because dark colors absorb more light.

I learned that milk chocolate was the slowest to melt in the sun but 
softened the fastest in the shade. I was surprised by this because I 
thought that white chocolate would melt the slowest because of 
the color. Milk chocolate has the most other things added to it and 
it is tempered, so I think it melted the slowest because of that, but I 
do not know why it softened in the shade the fastest.

White chocolate was a surprise because I thought it would melt the 
slowest in the sun and it melted faster than the milk chocolate. It 
was also in the middle in the shade. Maybe this is because white 
chocolate is not really chocolate. 

The temperature of the day made a difference. All types of 
chocolate melted faster when it was warmer outside. A few degrees 
made a big difference.

Since it is almost Easter and there will be lots of outdoor Easter egg 
hunts and parties, I learned that it is best to keep all the chocolate 
in the shade. If it is very warm and sunny it is probably best not to 
use dark chocolate if it will be in direct sunlight. 
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